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Introduction
Teen Candy Land is a dream cum true for whores of all ages.  Teenage whores cum to visit from all over
the world to get their pussies filled with their favorite two sexy things -- hard cock and candy!  These
tight and toned babes won't give up licking those lollipops until they make that creamy center erupt all
over their faces!

Adult Review
If you take the Free Preview of Teen Candy Land, you'll be treated to 18 non-exclusive scenes that taste and look great.  The
fresh young sluts that are featured are all petite and look sweet as cherry pie, but don't let their innocent looks fool you. 
These whores know how to handle horny guys and can never get enough of that sugary white fluff that flows out of their boy
toy's hard cock.
  
  The episodes at Teen Candy Land are taken from the hottest teen porn DVDs that are currently on the market.  Most scenes
are half an hour long and all can be both downloaded and streamed in multiple formats.  MPGs and WMVs are available in
resolutions up to 640 x 480, and nothing is protected with DRM so feel free to save your faves.  New content is being added
every two weeks on a very consistent basis.
  
  There are plenty of screen captures that go along with each Teen Candy Land video, which makes it really easy to preview
the full length scenes before you decide to download them.  A few sets also have some high resolution pictures that are
presented in 1024 x 680, but you won't be able to tell which sets have these treats unless you look through them all.  
  
  Teen Candy Land runs $29.95 for a full monthly membership and you'll also get full access to use the entire list of Included
porn sites that appear on the right hand side of this review.  And most of these extra XXX sites feature exclusive pics and
videos in loads of different porn niches, so the all-park access fee is definitely worth the price of admission.  

Porn Summary
Young up-and-cumming whores grow up craving hard cock just as much as they love licking gigantic suckers.  Teen Candy
Land is a breeding ground for sluts who get off on slurping down a semen-powered sugar rush right from the source!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A bonus teen site on a quality porn network'
Quality: 83  Updates: 78 Exclusive: 65 Interface: 82
Support: 84 Unique: 70    Taste: 70        Final: 75

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Porn Pass (87) ,Ticklish Spots (87) ,Rough Her Up (86) ,Veggie Bang (86) ,Twisted Objects (83) ,Stretching
Sessions (82) ,Dirty Latin Sluts (81) ,Handjob Hussies (81) ,Cream Happy (81) ,Fucked Faces (80) ,Alexa 18 (78) ,Throw It
In Her (77) ,Vanilla Creampies (76) ,Tiny Tobi (74) ,Teen Ass Hunt (69) 

Porn Niches
Coeds, Hardcore, Teen
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